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Abstract

Human trafficking is a widespread and compound social, economic, and human rights issue

occurring in every region of the world. While there have been an increasing number of anti-

human trafficking studies from the Operations Research and Analytics domains in recent

years, no systematic review of this literature currently exists. We fill this gap by providing a

systematic literature review that identifies and classifies the body of Operations Research

and Analytics research related to the anti-human trafficking domain, thereby illustrating the

collective impact of the field to date. We classify 142 studies to identify current trends in

methodologies, theoretical approaches, data sources, trafficking contexts, target regions,

victim-survivor demographics, and focus within the well-established 4Ps principles. Using

these findings, we discuss the extent to which the current literature aligns with the global

demographics of human trafficking and identify existing research gaps to propose an

agenda for Operations Research and Analytics researchers.

Introduction

Human trafficking (HT) involves the commercial exchange and exploitation of individuals for

monetary or other gain using force, fraud, or coercion [1] and is a widespread social, eco-

nomic, and human rights issue. While the trafficking of individuals is a centuries-old phenom-

enon, over the past two decades there has been growing public and research awareness, in part

with the ratification of the 2000 Palermo Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking

in Persons [2]. Although precise figures are elusive, the Global Estimates of Modern Slavery

Report estimates that HT impacts 25M individuals and annually generates more than 150 bil-

lion USD in illicit gains globally [3, 4]. HT is broadly classified as labor and sex trafficking;

while all trafficking features exploitation, the actions and means by which HT occurs may dif-

fer [5]. Labor trafficking takes place in a wide variety of sectors, including the agriculture,

domestic work, construction, fishing, food service, and beauty industries. Sex trafficking is a

part of the broader commercial sex industry, occurring in industries such as escort services,

brothels, and pornography.
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Because the scope of HT activity is vast and there are diverse ways in which individuals are

exploited [6], context is critical, and effectively addressing HT increasingly requires efforts

from multiple disciplines, including interdisciplinary collaborations. For example, HT inter-

ventions include approaches from multiple sectors and disciplines such as social work [7–9],

healthcare [10, 11], criminal justice [12–14], and economics [15, 16]; each domain brings

unique perspectives and methods to understand and address HT.

Owing to the breadth of domains that contribute to anti-HT research, a wealth of literature

exists that has been well-documented in surveys over the years [10, 11, 17–21]. Existing

reviews focus on social science, healthcare, and law enforcement approaches; whereas OR and

Analytics have much to offer [22], no systematic review exists for the emerging landscapes of

Operations Research (OR) and Analytics as applied to anti-HT.

The present study identifies and classifies the existing OR and Analytics literature related to

anti-HT operations. Building off the earlier work of Krammer-Kerwick et al. [23] and Caulkins

et al. [24], this systematic review proposes an agenda for future research in this field, filling a

gap in the current literature. This study focuses on the four broad principles of anti-HT: pre-

vention, protection, prosecution, and partnership (4Ps) [25], extending their definition in rela-

tion to the OR and Analytics fields. We examine the following research questions:

(i) What aspects of HT are being studied by OR and Analytics researchers?

(ii) What OR and Analytics methods are being applied in the anti-HT domain?

(iii) What are the existing research gaps associated with (i) and (ii)?

We organize the remainder of our study as follows. In the method of collection and catego-

rization section we define the scope of this review, and in the data section we define the data

features for analysis. In the implications and observations section we discuss the implications

of the survey and, based on the observed gaps, suggest areas for future work. We conclude our

study in the final section.

Method of collection and categorization

We conducted a systematic literature review inventorying studies to answer the three research

questions outlined in the introduction. The methodology used for this systematic review was

guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA) [26]. The collection process (Fig 1) was based on keyword searches that generated a

set of research studies for analysis. Two sets of search words were defined using the combined

knowledge of the authors on HT terminology and OR and Analytics methods. These keywords

were used in a procedure to identify and select studies that met a set of pre-defined criteria.

The first set of keywords reflects terms related to HT, while the second reflects common meth-

ods in the OR and Analytics fields (see Table 1). The search and selection of studies was per-

formed by the lead author (G.L.D.), and any uncertainty regarding a study’s inclusion was

resolved through discussion with the coauthors.

Each search query followed the format: “Keyword One” + “Keyword Two” (such as “Debt

Bondage” AND “Integer Programming”), each keyword pair was applied across three biblio-

graphic databases: Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. The database search was con-

ducted from June 2021 through March 2022. The search results were truncated to studies

available through the end of 2021 to provide a comparable year-over-year basis for the research

landscape. The sum of these two searches resulted in a total of 449,407 studies for potential

inclusion. After the keyword search identification process, a two-step selection process was fol-

lowed (see Fig 2). An initial screening process was conducted that evaluated the search results
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returned for each query, where titles and abstracts were screened and added to the set based

on the criteria outlined in Table 2. The stopping criteria for each keyword pair search followed

a heuristic approach: if at least 50 results returned no eligible results, then the current keyword

search was stopped and the next keyword search began. The intuition behind this approach is

that by design, search engines return the most relevant results first, and therefore if after a cer-

tain point no relevant results are produced (at least 50 results in our context), then it is highly

unlikely relevant results exist past that point. After the initial screening process, the set

included 230 unique studies for review. A more in-depth review using the eligibility require-

ments checklist (Table 2) was followed in step two for each of the 230 studies.

First, only studies that fell into one of the three themes: Operations Research methodologies,

Analytical methodologies, or Position / Thought pieces related to Operations Research and

Analytics were included. Second, only studies whose primary application area was anti-HT

and was written completely in English text were included. Third, book chapters, workshops,

and reports (governmental, intragovernmental, non-government organizations, think-tanks)

Fig 1. Heuristic process of data collection.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g001

Table 1. Keywords used in search process.

Keyword One: Human Trafficking Related

Child Labor / Child Labour Debt Bondage

Domestic Servitude Forced Labor/ Forced Labour

Human Trafficking Labor Trafficking / Labour Trafficking

Modern Slavery Sex Trafficking

Trafficking in Persons

Keyword Two: Methodology Related

Clustering/Classification Data Envelopment Analysis

Data Science Game Theory

Graph Theory/Construction Information Extraction

Integer Programming Machine Learning

Natural Language Processing Network Interdiction/Flow

Operations Research Queueing/Queueing Theory

Resource Allocation Simulation

Simulation Supervised/Unsupervised Learning

Supply Chain Web Crawling

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.t001
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were excluded. Finally, if multiple studies related to a single work were found, only the most

complete version were included. Peer-reviewed studies, dissertations, and pre-print studies

were included to produce a full and comprehensive review of the current research landscape.

The full article screening process resulted in a total of 142 studies included in the set for final

review.

As with any search process based upon a predefined set of keywords and checklist require-

ments, the 142 identified studies may not be exhaustive in scope. However, given our collective

experience in researching at the intersection of anti-HT and OR and Analytics, we believe the

Fig 2. Overview of selection process.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g002

Table 2. Eligibility requirements checklist.

Requirements Checklist

1. Main contribution or focus fell into one of the following three themes:

• Methodological Operations Research orientation

• Methodological Analytics orientation (Data Science, or other Applied Analytics)

• Position / Thought pieces in Operations Research or Analytics

2. Main application or case study was on anti-HT efforts

3. Only studies, articles, theses and dissertations were kept (e.g., no books, workshops or government reports)

4. If multiple versions of a study exist (such as a conference paper followed by a peer-reviewed journal article) only

the most recent, comprehensive version was kept

5. If the study appeared as a section in one study but was further developed into a full study, only the full study was

kept

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.t002
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generated set of studies is representative of current literature at this confluence. A repository

containing our classification data can be found publicly at https://github.com/gldimas/Dimas-

et.-al-2022_Human-Trafficking-Literature-Review.

While the focus of this study was to capture the general trends in anti-HT research within

the OR and Applied Analytics communities, we acknowledge there exist many relevant studies

that either fall outside of the scope of the present analysis (such as reports) or focus on the

problem domain of anti-HT but do not have a specific OR or Analytics-related attribution,

and therefore were excluded. We have included such studies in the S1 File and further point

the reader to reviews such as Raets and Janssens [27], Farrell and De Vries [28], and Weitzer

[29] to better capture the broader scope of anti-HT research.

Data

The classification of studies was independently conducted by the lead author (G.L.D.) who

throughout the process conferred with all coauthors. Each of the 142 studies in the set were

reviewed and assigned labels to nine key features: Publication Year, Category, Context,

Demographics, Target Region, Data Source, Theoretical Approach, Methodologies, and

4Ps. We next explain each feature and its respective values.

Publication Year: Observed years were 2010—2021, inclusive. Only studies available

through December 2021 were included in our scope to allow for comparison across complete

calendar years. This feature offers valuable information about the progress and patterns of

research in OR and Analytics over more than ten years.

Category: We considered three categories: Operations Research (OR), Analytics, and

Position / Thought. Whereas the first two categories are distinguished by their methodological
focus, the latter includes position / thought pieces from either the OR or Analytics domains.

We required a single category to be assigned to each study, and thus selected the category that

we felt best matched the primary theme of the work.

Context: We classified the primary topical HT area (as stated or inferred) into three con-

texts: Sex, Labor, and General. If the application was not specified, we assumed it to be general

and thus applicable to both sex and labor trafficking.

Demographics: We classified studies into five demographic groups based on the population

of interest (such as victims, potential victims, and survivors): Female, Male, Child, LGBTQ+,

and Unspecified / All Individuals. If no specific demographic characteristics were stated or

could be inferred, we assumed it to be applicable to all individuals. A study could be classified

into multiple demographics such as a study focused on female children.

Target Region: We subdivided the geographic location specified either by the data used in

the study or by the region discussed in the background of the study, into world regions: Africa,

Asia, Australia/Oceania, Europe, North America, South America, Unspecified / All

regions. A study could cover multiple geographic locations and therefore have multiple target

regions identified.

Data Source: We classified the type of data used in the study into four categories: Primary,

Secondary, Mixed, N/A. Primary data are collected directly from anti-HT organizations or

researchers, including interviews and surveys. Secondary data are data that have already been

collected for other purposes or are publicly available such as data from websites hosting illicit

advertisements (such as backpage.com and rubmaps.com) and government reports. While

many studies used their own methodologies to scrape public data sources such as escort and

massage websites, we still consider these to be secondary sources. We classify studies utilizing

expert judgements for determining data estimates to be secondary data. Mixed data means the
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study used both primary and secondary data in their work, and N/A indicates data was not

used in the study.

Theoretical Approach: We classified the central theoretical approach to address HT into six

categories: Decision Support, Inferential Statistics / Detection, Network Flow, Resource Allo-

cation, Supply Chain, and Other / Unspecified. Decision Support explores ways to inform deci-

sion makers about initiatives to improve and better address HT, often building tools or systems

for practitioners to use. Inferential Statistics / Detection focuses on identifying, estimating, or

inferring aspects of HT. Network Flow studies are related to the flow of individuals and possibly

trafficking network interaction. Resource Allocation addresses the use and allocation of

resources in anti-HT efforts. Supply Chain studies examine the supply and demand of HT within

a network. If a study approaches HT from a theoretical approach not listed, we label these studies

as Other / Unspecified. A study may be classified under multiple theoretical approaches.

Methodologies: We classified the main methodologies used in the set of studies into 21

categories:

• Active Learning

• Clustering or Classification

• Data Envelopment Analysis

• Empirical Analysis

• Facility Location

• Game Theory

• Graph Construction

• Investigative Search

• Link Inference

• Machine / Deep Learning (General)

• Natural Language Processing

• Information Extraction

• Integer Programming

• Network / Graph Theory

• Network Interdiction

• Queueing Theory

• (Social) Network Analysis

• Simulation

• Unsupervised or Minimally Supervised Learning

• Web Crawling / Scraping

• Other

We ascribe methods to a study based on the introduction, conclusion, and main method or

focus throughout the study. A study may apply a variety of different methods and therefore be

classified into multiple methodologies.
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4Ps: Activities to fight HT are often discussed under four broad principles: prevention, pro-

tection, prosecution, and partnership. These principles are collectively referred to as the 4Ps—

a well-recognized classification within the anti-HT community [22]. A study may be classified

under multiple principles. The 4Ps naturally correspond with efforts in the social science,

healthcare, and law enforcement disciplines, and their alignment with OR and Analytics

works is less evident. Thus, we adapt the 4Ps definitions to define each as it relates to OR and

Analytics using the collective knowledge and experience of the authors in the anti-HT and OR

and Analytics fields. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to define each of the

4Ps as it relates specifically to the OR and Analytics fields and constitutes an important contri-

bution of this study. Prevention, Protection, and Prosecution were originally referred to as the

3P paradigm [25] which has since been informally expanded to include a fourth “P” represent-

ing Partnership. Prevention refers to efforts focused on a proactive approach to prevent traf-

ficking such as awareness campaigns and education; Prosecution refers to efforts to punish

traffickers; and Protection involves meeting post-trafficking victim needs such as counseling,

job training, housing, and other support to facilitate survivor recovery and restoration.

Partnership was introduced to serve as a complementary means to further improve the effi-

cacy among the 3Ps, enlisting all segments of society in the fight against HT [25]. Together the

4Ps capture the spectrum of efforts in combating HT and therefore are an important feature

for our literature review. Accordingly, we have adapted these 4Ps and classified studies in the

following manner:

• Prevention: The goal of the study is the prevention of HT either now or in the future and

assumes no trafficking is currently taking place. Such studies typically feature victim-centric

methodologies to help potential victims avoid being trafficked, such as awareness campaigns

and education. Studies that consider reducing the re-trafficking risk of survivors who have

left their trafficking environment also fall within the scope of the prevention principle.

• Protection: The goal of the study is to protect and aid the survivor during and post-exploita-

tion. We consider victim-driven detection and disruption of HT networks to be a form of

protection, as the focus of the study is mitigating the risk to an individual of further exploita-

tion (including studies that consider NGOs, healthcare, and other non-law enforcement

detection).

• Prosecution: The goal of the study is to aid the prosecution of traffickers (often from a law

enforcement perspective). We consider detection and disruption of HT networks aimed at

locating, understanding, and stopping traffickers under the prosecution principle.

• Partnership: The goal of the study is to show the benefit of collaboration and data sharing

across different sectors, countries, or groups working together toward the common goal of

addressing one or more areas of HT.

Implications and observations

Of the 142 studies in the set, the majority (73.9%) were categorized as Analytics [30–134], with

15.5% classified as Operations Research [135–156] and 10.6% as Position / Thought [22, 24,

157–169]. Fig 3 depicts this breakdown. Fig 4 provides summary statistics on each of the nine

key features. All percentages are calculated in relation to the total number of studies in the set

(142) unless stated otherwise. As some studies contained multiple methods or were identified

to have multiple values within a feature, a feature may not always sum to 100.0%.
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Research question 1: What aspects of HT are being studied?

Although both sex and labor trafficking have been addressed in the OR and Analytics litera-

ture, an overwhelming number of studies focus specifically on sex trafficking. Fig 4 illustrates

the inclination of OR and Analytics studies to focus on sex trafficking (4 7.9%), with only 1

2.0% concentrating on labor trafficking, while 4 0.1% apply to general (both) trafficking con-

texts. As observed in Fig 5, studies overwhelming use secondary data, with fewer than 4.0%

using a primary data source. The use of secondary data is likely due to accessibility; almost all

studies on sex trafficking (60.3%) used data pulled from escort websites (or other online sites

hosting illicit advertisements) which are public and therefore easier to access. The use of escort

websites (in particular, backpage.com) as a source of data result in over 3 8.0% of the studies

focusing on the North American region. Although the United States Department of Justice

shut down backpage.com in 2018 [170], other escort and massaging sites offer illicit services

and constitute the data source for several studies. Remarkably, 7 6.8% of studies were not

Fig 3. Category classification for the set of 142 studies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g003
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tailored to a specific demographic, despite the differences between typologies and demograph-

ics of victims [6]. From the 4Ps perspective, prosecution is the most common principle

(62.7%) among all studies, with considerably less focus on partnership, protection, and preven-

tion (Fig 6). A single study may be categorized under multiple 4Ps principles, and therefore

the values in Fig 6 do not sum to 100.0%.

Research question 2: What OR and analytical methods are being applied in

the anti-HT domain?

Fig 4 provides summary statistics such as counts and percentages for the frequency each value

was observed in the set of studies. While the percentages are calculated based on the 142 stud-

ies in the set, because a study may belong to multiple values within a feature, the total observa-

tions within each feature are provided in the parenthesis. The colors highlight the magnitude

of studies within each feature value, with green indicating higher percentages, and red lower

percentages. A study may fall under more than one value and therefore the percentages will

not always sum to 100.0%. Methods related to machine learning (Machine / Deep Learning

(General), Clustering or Classification, Unsupervised / Minimally Supervised Learning, Natu-

ral Language Processing, and Active Learning) were observed in over half of the studies.

Fig 4. Summary statistics for the set of 142 studies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g004
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Machine / Deep Learning (General) and Clustering or Classification were the two most popu-

lar methods, accounting for about 32.0% of all methods observed (out of the total 404 methods

identified, see Fig 4). Web Crawling / Scraping was used to generate a secondary dataset for

analysis in 18.3% of the studies, reflecting our previous observations in Research question 1

regarding the high use of secondary data extracted from massage and escort websites. At least

one method for the construction and analysis of networks (Graph Construction, Network /

Graph Theory, Network Interdiction and (Social) Network Analysis) were observed in 34.5%

of the studies, with most emphasizing Graph Construction.

The observed theoretical approaches are closely related to specific methods. For example,

nearly half of the studies focused on Inferential Statistics / Detection or Decision Support,

Fig 5. Context of HT and data source.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g005

Fig 6. Percent of studies involving 4Ps.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g006
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most of which applied various machine learning methods. Network Flow methods appear in

nearly 24.0% of studies, specifically Graph Construction and (Social) Network Analysis.

Figs 7 and 8 depict each study on the x-axis. In Fig 7 we display all studies categorized as

Analytics, and in Fig 8 we categorize studies on the left as Operations Research (in blue), and

studies on the right as Position / Thought studies (in red). For each study, the top six y-axis

labels indicate its Theoretical Approach(es), while the remaining 21 following labels indicate

methods used. If a study includes a given feature value, the box is black, and grey otherwise.

Theoretical approaches and methods are sorted in descending order based on the total count

for each row. Fig 7 indicates that the majority of studies (over 77.0%) in the Analytics category

take an Inferential Statistics / Detection or Decision Support theoretical approach. Fig 8 shows

that studies in the Operations Research category are diverse, addressing the problem from dis-

tinct theoretical approaches and applying a variety of methodologies. Studies categorized as

Position / Thought address a variety of theoretical approaches and topics, which is a good indi-

cation that OR and Analytics researchers are exploring HT from different fields.

While Resource Allocation and Supply Chain roughly make up only 9.0% of all studies,

they account for over 40.0% within the Operations Research category. Looking more closely at

the relationship between Web Crawling / Scraping and Clustering and Classification methods

we see a large majority (nearly 70.0%) of Web Crawling / Scraping studies apply Clustering

and Classification methods. In addition, more than 72.0% of studies that applied both Web

Crawling / Scraping and Clustering and Classification shared the goal of identifying sex traf-

ficking in online advertisements or tweets.

Fig 7. Granular view of theoretical and methodological topic inclusion for the set of studies categorized as analytics. The x-axis lists each study;

and the y-axis depicts each of the Theoretical Approaches and Method. If a study includes a given feature value, the box is black, and grey otherwise.

Theoretical approaches and methods are sorted in descending order based on the total count for each row.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g007
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To compare studies across all three categories: Analytics, Operations Research, and Position

/ Thought Figs 7 and 8 are combined and the resulting figure can be found in the supplemen-

tary materials (see S1 Fig). We also provide a publicly available spreadsheet that can be used

for closer examination of the individual studies, at https://github.com/gldimas/Dimas-et.-al-

2022_Human-Trafficking-Literature-Review. This spreadsheet allows filtering studies on any

combination of our nine features, returning all qualified studies. A screenshot of this tool can

be see in Fig 9. As seen in this review, research at the intersection of anti-HT and OR and

Applied Analytics is rapidly evolving and there is necessary complexity in the reviewing pro-

cess. The selected keywords, search engines used and growing literature streams may impact

the articles included in this review. In an effort to counter this limitation and support the lon-

gevity of this study, the authors have created an online submission form where individuals can

submit works they believe to be related to the present study. Related submissions will be added

to the dashboard tool on a semi-regular basis (see Fig 9) and will provide an evolving source of

knowledge for researchers. The link for this form can be found on the github link provided

earlier in this paragraph.

Research question 3: What are the existing gaps and opportunities for

future research?

Several gaps emerged based on the classification and grouping of all 142 studies in the set on

the prime principles (4Ps) (Fig 6), methods (Figs 7 and 8), trafficking context (Fig 5), and

Fig 8. Granular view of theoretical and methodological topic inclusion for the set of studies categorized as operations research or position /

thought. The x-axis lists each study; and the y-axis depicts each of the Theoretical Approaches and Method. Operations Research studies appear on the

left (in blue), and Position / Thought studies appear on the right (in red). If a study includes a given feature value, the box is black, and grey otherwise.

Theoretical approaches and methods are sorted in descending order based on the total count for each row.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g008
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resulting observations to Research questions 1 and 2. The following sections present opportu-

nities for new avenues of investigation for OR and Analytics researchers in anti-HT efforts.

Broaden the typology and demographics of trafficking studied. The typology of traf-

ficking activity, and by extension the demographic composition of victims, is diverse and

under-explored in OR and Analytics [6]. As noted in [164], OR and Analytics researchers can

increase the relevance and impact of their work by understanding the typology of trafficking

and distinguish between various trafficking business models. To start, there is a clear need to

expand the current focus to include labor trafficking. In OR and Analytics, sex trafficking

(Fig 6) has received by far the most attention; while labor trafficking is estimated to account

for over 60.0% of all trafficking instances [3], it constitutes only 12.0% of the reviewed studies.

There is a close relationship between data source and type of HT studied. The absence of reli-

able, available data likely contributes to the lack of both analytically-based labor trafficking

research, as well as the lack of diversity in data used in sex trafficking research; this is a well-

documented issue across the anti-HT literature [22, 171–174]. The implications of the lack of

data are also evident in studies using OR and Analytics methods and discussed further in the

next section.

The diverse populations of those experiencing trafficking warrants further analysis. Nearly

7 7.0% of the studies observed were classified as applicable to Unspecified / All Individuals,

indicating that the nuanced differences in victimology may be lacking. For example, no study

we observed looked at trafficking through the lens of male victims or those who identify as

LBGTQ+. These groups tend to be underrepresented in trafficking research despite their

known presence [175, 176]. Inclusivity of more diverse victims and trafficker demographics in

trafficking research expands insights into the unique characteristics, needs and behaviors

across trafficking.

Beyond the demographics of those impacted by trafficking, it is apparent that there is an

opportunity to expand the diversity of the demographics of trafficking locations. Whereas traf-

ficking occurs globally in various facets of society, and differs in its appearance across cultures,

many of the sex trafficking studies we reviewed were conducted within developed countries

(approximately 78.0%). Thus, a clear opportunity exists to conduct anti-HT research in devel-

oping countries.

It is altogether possible that the lack of research identified in these areas may be a direct

result of constrained factors such as the limited amount of data available. Even so, greater

Fig 9. A screenshot of the spreadsheet tool created for closer examination of the set of 142 studies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0273708.g009
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research diversity in trafficking typology and demographics will allow for an improved under-

standing of the extent and impact of trafficking worldwide, as well as greater insights into how

future research can help address associated needs in the fight against HT. This brings us to the

next research gap observed: the need to diversity data sources.

Diversify the data sources. Data collection and analysis have helped in the fight against

HT in many ways, including the identification of HT victims [63, 134, 141], informing preven-

tion campaigns [142], and detecting trafficking network behaviors [45, 80]. While thorough

data analysis lays the necessary groundwork for such discoveries, it relies upon the utilization

of a variety of data from disparate sources.

Over 78.0% of all studies in the set used secondary data sources exclusively (Fig 6). The use

of secondary data is common across many domains and proves beneficial given that the data

already exists, is oftentimes publicly available, and can provide researchers with large amounts

of data they might not be able to obtain otherwise. In the context of the OR and Analytics stud-

ies observed, over 22.0% of the secondary data sources used were from the same source, the

now defunct, backpage.com [170]. Of the secondary data sources, around 54.0% of these stud-

ies focused on sex trafficking. So, while secondary data sources have their place, as noted in the

previous section the lack of data diversity compounds issues such as the typologies studied.

Obtaining more robust data can broaden the information available, provide better insights

into the scope of trafficking (such as prevalence), and examine changes that occur over time.

Even with the limited current state of available data, OR and Analytics can still offer valuable

contributions.

Researchers, particularly those in the Analytics community, could leverage collaborations

and focus on developing the already existing, practitioner-collected data and help to operatio-

nalize it. For example, a common issue faced in anti-HT analysis pertains to missing and

incomplete data [177]. Many analytical methods exist that could help bridge this gap and

improve the current anti-HT data landscape. Additionally, although many disparate datasets

are available and growing, the anti-HT community rarely leverages combined data sources in

a way to assess the status, trends, and dynamics of trafficking activities, and is another avenue

for future work.

Despite the usefulness of secondary data, they have drawbacks that may hinder the results

of a study. Secondary data is often collected with another objective in mind and therefore the

nuances of that data collection process may cause bias. For example, what constitutes traffick-

ing may differ from study to study and is a well-documented issue across anti-HT research

[178–180]. There may also be a context in which data simply does not exist. For these and

other reasons, we advocate for the collection and use of primary data where possible. While

primary data may be more resource-intensive to obtain, it provides researchers with curated

data for their specific research goals. When possible, sharing this data within the anti-HT com-

munity provides additional resources for other work. In addition, embracing collaborations

with practitioners or other researchers in the anti-HT domain throughout the data collection

phase can serve to increase the quality of this data by providing domain-specific insights.

Building such collaborations demonstrates effective employment of the partnership principle

(the fourth P) and embodies our next recommendation.

Better inclusion and collaboration of the 4Ps. The 4Ps (prevention, protection, prosecu-

tion, and partnership) are widely acknowledged as a holistic set of principles that accounts for

the spectrum of anti-HT efforts. To date, the majority of OR and Analytics studies in the set

appear to be focused on prosecution (Fig 6). Thus, while there exists demonstrated impact for

prosecution-related activities, there are opportunities to contribute to anti-HT efforts in the

spheres of prevention, protection, and partnership. A key way to increase the impact of OR

and Analytics research in the fight against HT is to be keenly aware of all stakeholders
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involved, their various objectives, and how the research addresses the 4Ps. For example, while

law enforcement may make decisions based on the likelihood of prosecuting traffickers, possi-

bly at the expense of additional trauma to victims, Non-Government Organizations (NGOs)

may focus more on the immediate needs of the survivors, offering an avenue for research

around prevention and protection.

NGOs and governmental agencies often work directly with victims and survivors and could

both inform avenues for profitable research studies, and themselves benefit from collaboration

with OR and Analytics researchers. Given the often extreme resource constraints under which

NGOs and governmental organizations operate, examining ways to evaluate current opera-

tions and improve resource allocation is a direction that deserves more study; less than 3.0% of

all studies considered these areas.

Beyond the scope of the present study, OR and Analytics can help in the fight against HT

by looking at push factors associated with HT. These areas include and are not limited to pov-

erty, abuse, and lack of resources to meet basic needs [181]. More broadly, looking at ways to

help improve circumstances of vulnerable populations at risk of HT is a needed avenue for

future research.

While there are many ways in which the OR and Analytics communities can apply methods

in the fight against HT, researchers ought to judiciously evaluate the problem context at hand,

and whether an off-the-shelf method is justified; likely, the context warrants in-depth under-

standing, so that proper methodologies can be developed to accurately model and address the

trafficking context [164].

Conclusions

This survey provides a synopsis of the current state of the literature in OR and Analytics

approaches in anti-HT contexts by surveying the research methodologies adopted in studies

published from 2010 through 2021. A total of 142 studies were included in the set and exam-

ined, demonstrating the ability and promise of applying analytical methods to advance the

fight against HT. A number of themes arose after careful review of the features of these studies,

thereby illustrating opportunities for future research. We observed an increasing trend in the

number of studies for both OR and Analytics, thus demonstrating a growing awareness of the

issue of HT. However, the tendency of these works to focus specifically on sex trafficking

underscores the need for future research in labor trafficking. Very few (less than 2 4.0%) of the

studies on anti-HT in OR and Analytics focus on a specific sub-population, potentially failing

to consider the diverse needs of victims and survivors. Existing OR and Analytics studies echo

the anti-HT community at large for more available data. HT is diverse and nuanced, and

researchers should make careful considerations when adapting existing methods to this vexing

societal issue, considering efforts equally in prevention, protection, prosecution, and

partnership.
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appear in the middle (in black) and Position / Thought studies appear on the far right (in red).

If a study includes a given feature, the box is black, and grey otherwise. Theoretical approaches

and methods are sorted in descending order based on the total count for each row.
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